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A Kantor family is a collection of subgroups from which a generalized 
quadrangle can be constructed using Kantor's idea. This paper considers the case 
in which some of the subgroups in the Kantor family or its related family are 
normal in the ambient finite group G. We show that if two members of a Kantor 
family are normal in G then G is elementary abelian and that if all members of the 
related family are normal then G is a p-group. © 1993 Academic Press, Inc. 
Let G be a finite group. We say that G has a Kantorfamily of order (s, t) 
provided G has order s2t and contains a collection o~ of t + 1 subgroups of 
order s satisfying certain intersection properties et forth by Kantor in [5]. 
In that paper, Kantor showed how to construct a generalized quadrangle 
of order (s, t) from a group with such a family. Many, but not all, 
generalized quadrangles of order (s, t) can be obtained from this construc- 
tion. In [2] we derived some properties of groups having Kantor families. 
This paper continues the study of these groups by considering cases in 
which some of the subgroups in o~ or its related family ~-* are normal in 
G. Our principial results here are that (1) if two members of o~ are normal 
subgroups of G then G is necessarily elementary abelian and (2) if all mem- 
bers of ~-* are normal subgroups of G then G is necessarily a p-group. We 
note that for many, but not all, of the known examples of Kantor families 
all members of ~*  are in fact normal in G. Portions of this paper were 
used in the doctoral dissertation of the first author at Wayne State 
University. 
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Throughout the discussion, we assume that G has a Kantor family ~ of 
order (s, t), where s > l and t > 1. This means that 
[Gf = s2t, 
J~ l=t+l ,  
[AI = s for every A e ~.  
Furthermore, for every A e~,  there is a partition ~A= {AB~:B~ 
g\{A}} {A*} of G where A* is a subgroup of G of order st. 
It is not difficult to see that this is equivalent to Hypothesis d of [2] 
with the roles of s and t reversed. (See, for example, Lemma 2 of [2].) In 
the present situation we restate our hypothesis to reflect the more promi- 
nent role played by the partition ~A. Needless to say, we shall use the con- 
sequences of this hypothesis which were derived in [2]. The notation here 
follows that of [3] in general and, aside from the role reversal mentioned 
above, [2] in specifics. In particular, we let ~*  denote the collection of all 
A* for A ~.  
LEMMA 1. Let AEY .  Then A*~G if and only if A°<~A*. In 
particular, if A ~ G then A * ~ G. 
Proof It is clear that if A*~G then A ~<A*.  Conversely, suppose 
Ah<~A * for all heG. Assume by way of contradiction that a*gq~A * for 
some a*eA* and g~G. Then a*gEAB ~ for some B~\{A}.  We have 
a*g=ab for a~A and b~B # so a*=ag~b g', where g,=g-1. Therefore 
bg'=(ag')-la*~A*c3Bg' which is trivial by Lemma 1 of [-2J, a contra- 
diction. | 
LEMMA 2. I f  A ~ G for some A e ~ then s <~ t and G is a p-group. 
Proof Let B, Ce~\{A} be distinct. Then AB<~G and [AB[=s 2. 
Therefore IABC[ =s 3 and :~< t. It follows from Theorem I of [-2] that G is 
a p-group. | 
LEMMA 3. I f  A* and B* are normal in G for two distinct elements A, B 
of Y then all members of ~ are isomorphic. 
Proof Let C6@\{A,B} .  Then C~-CA*/A*=G/A*=BA*/A*~-B. 
Similarly, C ~ A. | 
THEOREM 1. I f  A and B are distinct elements of ~ such that A ~ G and 
B ~ G, then G is an elementary abelian p-group. 
Proof We proceed in steps. Note that G must be a p-group by 
Lemma 2. 
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Step 1. G=AxB×K,  where K=A*c~B*.  Lemmal  implies that 
A*~G and B*~G.  Therefore K<nG. Since BK=B*,  we have 
G = AB*= ABK. The basic assumptions on ~ imply that this product is 
direct. 
Step 2. I f  C ~ ~ then C is elementary abelian. In particular, A and B 
are elementary abelian and AB is a central factor of G of order s 2. Lemma 3 
shows that all elements of ~" are isomorphic. Let s l=  [q~(A)I and 
tl = ]q~(K)[, and let G1 = ~b(G). Then G1 = q~(A) x q~(B) x ~b(K) by Step 1, 
whence ]Gll=S~tl. We have fb(A*)=ob(A)xq~(K)<~ G 1 and ~(C)<<. G1 
for every C~.  Intersecting members of the partition NA with G~ and 
counting, we have 
s~tl +ts~(s~- l )<~lA*~Gl l+ ~ IA f~nG~l=]Gl l=s2t l .  
c~,~\{A} 
Therefore t(s~ - 1) ~< t~(s 1 - 1). Since tl < t, we must have sj = 1, whence 
all elements of ~ are elementary abelian. The second assertion follows 
immediately. 
Step 3. G has exponent p. In particular, if p = 2 then G is elementary 
abelian. If C~\{A} then AC is elementary abelian because A <<.Z(G) 
and A and C are elementary abelian. It follows from the partition that all 
elements of G which do not have order p must belong to A*. Similarly, all 
such elements must belong to B* as well. Now assume that h ~ G has order 
p2. Then h~A*nB*=K.  Choosing b~B ~, we have that bh has order p2 
and bh ¢ K, a contradiction. Therefore G has no elements of order p2, and 
the assertions follow. 
Step 4. Let C ~ ~\  { A, B } and set X = ABC. Then X is elementary 
abelian of order s 3. In particular, if t = s then G is elementary abelian. This 
is an immediate consequence of Step 2 and the basic hypothesis. 
Step 5. Let C and X be as in Step4. Set ~r =~c = {H~,~: XH=G},  
and let D~.  Then ]DnXl>~s2/t with equality if and only if D~X.  We 
have tO c~ XI = IDI IXI/IDXI >1 IO[ IX[/IGI = s. s3/(s2t) = s2/t with equality 
exactly when G = DX. 
Assume by way of contradiction that G is not elementary abelian. Then 
p > 2 and s < t by Step 3, Lemma 2, and Step 4. 
Step 6. Let YC be as above. Then J~rl > t/2. Let k= WI, and set 
~I=~\YC\{A,B ,C} .  Then I~ J=t -2 -k ,  and in view of Step5 the 
partition ~A applied to X gives 
s + 2s (s -1 )+ks(~-  l )+  ( t -2 -k )s (e -~-  l )  
<<.IA*c~XI+I(AB~wAC~)nXI+ ~ IAD~X[+ ~ IAE~c~XI 
D ~  r E ~  
= I ABCI = s 3. 
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This simplifies to 
k~>t-2+ ~2 -1  -t t 
p - 1 s2(p - 1 J "  
By Step 4 and assumption, t/s >>.p. Furthermore t/s 2 ~< 1 by [4]. Thus 
k>~t+sZ(p_ l  ) t >t  1 -  . 
Since p > 2 we have 1/(p - 1) ~< ½ and k > t/2, as asserted. 
Step 7. Let D6~r and set Co=CnZ(G)  and Do=DnZ(G) .  Then 
Z( G) = ABCoDo. Furthermore, D n ABC = D o n ABCo. Let z e Z( G). Then 
z=abcd for some aeA,  beB,  ceC,  and deD because DEY'. Letting 
x = abe we have d = x -  lz e D ~ C(X) <~ C(D) n C(X) = Z(G). Thus de Do. 
It follows that c e Co, whence Z( G) << ABCoD o. The reverse inclusion is 
clear. Since D and X are abelian and G=XD we have D nX<~Z(G) 
whence DnX=DonX=Don(XnZ(G) ) .  But XnZ(G)=ABCo by 
Dedekind's law. 
Step 8. I f  z=lg(G) l  then ICol=(z/t) 1/2 for every Ce~\{A,B) .  
Choose C as in Step 4, and let D e Sf c. Then Y'cC~ 5fD :~ ~ by Step 6 
because YCcUYCo~\{A,B  }. Let EeYcnYC o. Then G=ABCD= 
ABCE= ABDE and Z(G) = ABCoDo = ABCoEo = ABDoE o, where Eo = 
En Z(G), and Co and D o are as before. From Steps 5 and 7 we have 
IABCol IDol s2JCo[ IDol 
IZ (G) l= lAgfonOo I S2/t - t lCo l  IDol. 
Therefore IDol = IZ(G)I/(t ICol). Replacing D by E, we have IEol = IDol. 
The factorization Z(G)=ABDoEo now implies that IDol =x/~.  The 
assertion follows. 
We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 1. Continuing the 
notation introduced above, let x= (z/t) ~/z and let u= IKnZ(G)[,  where 
K=A*nB*  as in Step 1. Then ]A*nZ(G)I =su because A*=AK,  and 
IACnZ(G)I  =sx whenever C~\{A,B}  by Step 8. Also, IZ(G)I =s2u 
because Z(G) = A x B x (Kn  Z(G)) by Dedekind. Applying the partition 
~a to Z(G) we have 
su+s(s -  i)+ (t- 1)s(x- 1) 
= ]A*nZ(G) I  + IAB~nZ(G) ]  + 
= IZ(G)I = s2u. 
IAC ~ n Z(G)I 
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This implies that ( t -  1 ) (x -  1)= (s -  1 ) (u -  1). We have s< t and u< t 
because G is not abelian. Since t, s, and u are powers of the odd prime p 
and t>~p2u>p2, a theorem of Zsigmondy [61 implies that t -1  has a 
prime factor which does not divide (s -1 ) (u -1 ) .  So we cannot have 
(t - 1 )(x - 1) = (s - 1 )(u - 1), a contradiction. | 
Turning to the proof of Theorem 2, we shall find it useful to consider the 
following condition. It is easy to see that this condition is satisfied by O ~, 
by D, the operator that assigns to each group its derived subgroup, and by 
~, the Frattini operator. 
Condition.~ X is an operator which assigns to each group H 
isomorphic to a section of G a characteristic subgroup X(H) of H such that 
1. X(K)<~X(H) whenever K<~H, 
2. X(H) = X(K) x X(L) whenever H= Kx  L, and 
3. X(H/N) = X(H) N/N whenever N ~ H. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose A* and B* are normal in G for two distinct elements 
A, B of ~.  If X satisfies Condition c6 then either X(A)= 1 or 
A*nB*  ~X(G). If, furthermore, X(A)~al and all members of o-f. are 
normal in G then {X(A)~-}  is a Kantor family in X(G). In particular, 
X(G) has a Kantor family of order ([X(A)I, t). 
Proof Let K = A* ~ B*. Then X(A) ~- X(A) K/K <<. X(A*) K/K = 
X(A*/K)'~X(A) by cgl and cg3 so that X(A)K=X(A*)K.  We have 
X(G/K) = X(A*/Kx B*/K) = X(A*/K)x X(B*/K) ~ X(A)x X(B) by cg2. 
Letting s 1 = ]X(A)], we also have IX(G/K)] =s 2 by Lemma 3. Thus X(G) 
has a homomorphic image of order s T and s~lIX(G)l. Furthermore, 
X(G) <~ X(A*) X(B*) K = X(A) X(B) K so that [X(G)I[[X(A) X(B) KI = s~ t. 
It follows that X(G) has order s2tl for Some divisor tl of t. Noting that all 
elements of ~ are isomorphic and that X(C) <<. X(G) for every C e ~,  we 
apply the partition NA to X(G) to obtain 
sl + tSx(Sa - 1) = IX(A)[ + ~ iX(A) X('C)~l ~ IX(G)I = s~tl. 
c~\{A} 
Thus t l>  t ( s l -  1)/s1, so either Sl = ! or t~ > t/2. In the latter case t~ = t, 
and order considerations imply that X(G)= (A*c~ B*)X(A)X(B), whence 
A* c~ B* <~ X(G). The last statement now follows easily. | 
THEOREM 2. Let ~-f be a Kantor family for G, and assume that A* ~ G 
for every A ~ ~.  Then G is a p-group. Furthermore, one of the following 
occurs  : 
1. Every A ~ ~ is elementary abelian. 
2. s >~ t3/2 and every A ~ ~ is metabelian and of exponent at most p2. 
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Proof Let G be a counterexample to the first assertion with IGI as 
small as possible, and let A s ~ .  Suppose X satisfies Condition ~g. Then 
X(A*) ~X(G) because X(A*) is characteristic n A*. It follows from the 
previous lemma and the choice of G that if I<X(A)<A then IX(G)t, 
IX(A)I, and t are all powers of the same prime. 
By Lemmas 5 and 6 of [.2] we have n(A) = {p, q} for some primes p and 
q whence A is solvable. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
1 < OP'(A)< A. The previous paragraph shows that OP'(G) is a p-group 
and that t is a power ofp. In particular, G is p-closed. Since oq'(A) :# ] and 
t# 1 we conclude that Oq'(A)=A. Therefore A is not nilpotent. 
Now let X(H)= [H, HI. Then A' is a p-group, and A has an abelian 
Sylow q-subgroup Q. Let P=Op(A). Then [Ql>t by Lemma4 of I-2] 
because q~ t. But t2>~ s = IPI IQI by [..4]. It follows that IPI <t< IQI. Since 
Q acts on P and Q is abelian we must have CQ(P) # I. Therefore q I IF(A)1. 
We claim that if Y= Op(G)F(A)F(B) then Y has a Kantor family of 
order (IF(A)I, t). Note that Y= (A* n B*) F(A) F(B) because Op(G) = 
(A* n B*) Op(A) Op(B). Let Y~ = A*F(B) ~ F(A) B*. Then A* n B* ~< Y~ 
and YJ(A* ~ B*) = F(G)/(A* ~ B*) = Y/(A* c~ B*). Therefore Y= Y1 = 
A*F(B) c~ F(A ) 8*. 
We have A*nY=(A*nB*)F (A)g(A*~B*)F (B)=B*nY .  To 
establish the claim it suffices to show that if Ce~\{A,B}  then 
[C*nY4=[A*nY[ and CnY=F(C).  Choose such a C. Then 
A*F(C)/A* = F(G/A*), whence F(C) <-% A*F(B). Similarly, F(C) <~ F(A)B*, 
so F(C) ~< Y. On the other hand, C* n Y contains a Sylow p-subgroup of 
C* because Op(G) <~ Y and G is p-closed. This implies that 
IC*c~ YI ~> IA*n YI. Applying the partition Nc to Y the obvious count 
shows that [C*c~ Y[ = [A*n YI and C~ Y=F(C). This establishes the 
claim that Y has a Kantor family of order (IF(A)I, t). But IF(A)I < IAI =s 
because A is not nilpotent. Since Pql [F(A)I we see that Y violates the 
choice of G, a contradiction. 
It remains to verify the second assertion. Since all elements of 
are isomorphic, it suffices to consider a fixed A e ~.  Suppose A is not 
elementary abelian, and let x = [-A : ~(A)]. Then q~(G) has a Kantor family 
of order (six, t) by Lemma4. In particular, [,G:q~(G)]=x 2. Also, 
[G: A*~(G)] =x  so that A* is contained in (x -1 ) / (p -1 )  distinct maxi- 
mal subgroups of G. These maximal subgroups are distinct from the maxi- 
mal subgroups containing the other elements of ~*  because G = A'B* for 
all BE~\{A}.  It follows that G has at least ( t+ 1) - (x -  1) / (p -  1) distinct 
maximal subgroups. Therefore 
( t+ l )  (p---~)~<--x--1 x21p--I 
582a/64/I-10 
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Since x > 1 it follows that x >~ t. Higman's inequality [4] applied to the 
Kantor family in ~(G) implies that s/x>_. ~t .  Therefore s >i t 3/2. On the 
other hand, s ~< t2 by Higman's inequality, so s/x ~ t. This implies that 
• (~b(A)) = 1, and the conditions in (2) follow immediately. | 
Remark. W. Kantor has pointed out that the dual of the PSU(5, q) 
quadrangle can be constructed from a Kantor family of order (q3, q2) 
which satisfies the conclusion but not the hypothesis of Theorem 2. We 
would like to thank him for this and other valuable observations. 
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